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Lucky Bamboo 9 Layer - Plant

9 Layers with look like a Christmas arrangement.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
6149

Ask a question about this product

Description

Description for Lucky Bamboo 9 Layer
Bamboo can be grown in water pot or soil pot. Spiral sticks are made after training lucky bamboo stick to grow in curls or decorating lucky
bamboo containers.
Nodes and internodes are present on the stem, leaves arise from the nodal region.
Common name
Lucky Bamboo,
Sander&apos;s dracaena,
Ribbon dracaena, Curly
bamboo, Chinese water

Flower colours
Rare indoor flowering

Bloom time
NA

Height
Varies

Difficulty
Easy to grow
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bamboo, Friendship
bamboo, Goddess of Mercy
plant, Belgian evergreen,
Ribbon plant.

Planting and care
It can be planted in soil as well as in the water.
Sunlight
Soil
moderate levels of indirect Moist (If planted in soil pot)
light

Water
Moderate

Temperature
Room temperature, Avoid
temperature changes

Fertilizer
Can use water-soluble
houseplant fertilizer

Caring for Lucky Bamboo 9 Layer
The only thing potted lucky bamboo stalks really need is water, It should keep in water at all times,
There is no way to over-water lucky bamboo, as they enjoy moisture and thrive from it.
Not watering lucky bamboo often, or letting pots dry out will kill lucky bamboo stalks.
Avoid overheat from sun exposure.
Do not spray water or mist lucky bamboo leaves, a gentle wiping will remove any dust or dirt off of them.

Harvesting
NA

Typical uses of Lucky Bamboo 9 Layer
Special features: Attractive foliage and stem
Culinary use: NA
Ornamental use: It adds value to the beauty of a house.
Medicinal use: NA

References
http://www.mrfarmer.in/nursery/lucky-bamboo/2506-spiral-sticks.html
http://www.flowershopnetwork.com/blog/flower-plant-care/plant-care/caring-for-lucky-bamboo-dracaena-sanderiana/
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